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2019 Dolphin Tagging Progress

2019 Dolphin Movements in the Keys
For the first time ever, Captain Don Gates and the Killin’ Time II
Fishing Team recovered a tagged fish! One would think that after they
have tagged and released 3,357 fish this event would have happened
sooner. Nonetheless, the recovery occurred 5 days after they tagged the
fish approximately 10.74 miles south of where they released it. This
represents a 2.14 mile per day movement rate and represents one of
many lingering movements of dolphin observed in June off the Lower
and Middle Keys. In the figure below, the majority of Killin’ Time

June finished off strong with 608 reported releases from 38 participating
vessels, the sixth highest number tagged in June for the program since
2002. Of those releases, 19% were larger than 20" (legal limit off
eastern FL, GA, and SC), which shows the dedication of many anglers
to dolphinfish conservation through this tagging program. In addition
to dolphin and ocean conservation benefits, the uptick in tagging
activity led to more recorded movements, and to date the program has
received 36 recapture reports that provide some truly remarkable
results. Along the eastern Florida shelf in June, the average movement
rate for dolphin was 21.69 miles per day, which is 60% slower than last
year's average (55.46 mpd) and among the slowest eastern Florida
movement rates observed in the history of the program. What does this
mean for the movements of dolphin this year? In the next section of this
newsletter we showcase recoveries generated from Captain Don Gates,
Allen Lewis, Darryl Williams, and Rich Benton of the Killin’ Time II
Fishing Team whose June tagging effort resulted in 17 recoveries to
date.
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II’s June recoveries in the Keys represented movements that were very
slow. While the amount of fishing pressure can lead to fish being
recaptured sooner which can be misleading if dispersal distances are
low, the fact that a number of fish were recaptured 3-5 days after being
released in the same general area is an interesting pattern to note. Even
when you consider their recaptures to the Upper Keys and central
Florida (figure below) you can see that many of the dolphin moving
through the area were not racing through the Straits as we saw last June.
Click here to see last June’s movement analysis. What needs

to be done is an in-depth analysis of all eastern Florida shelf movements
based on the trajectory of the Florida Current and the strength and
position of the Gulf Stream. Additional correlates can include, but are
not limited to, the movement of sargassum through the Straits, SSTs,
chlorophyll a, etc. With more than 300 Florida in-state recoveries
generated from anglers participating in the DRP since 2002, the amount
of information gleaned from an in-depth analysis of this information can
lead to better understanding seasonal trends in dolphin abundance,
movements, and life history traits in the Florida Straits system. Help us
fund this analysis by supporting the Dolphinfish Research Program.
Donate what you can today so we can allocate resources to undertake
this important analysis.
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based out of Ocean City, MD, in mid-July. The peanut dolphin moved
from off Marathon to MD in 31 days. This is the team's first fish to
move into the Mid-Atlantic Bight and only the 16th fish for the DRP to
travel from Florida up nearly the entire eastern seaboard. But, thanks to
Captain William Adams, who started tagging for the DRP in 2018 off
central Florida, we now have 17 examples. Captain Adams, while
fishing with his family aboard Blue Boat in May, tagged and released 4
small dolphin and one was just recovered near the Ryan and McMaster
Canyons off Long Island, NY. The fish was recovered by Captain Ray
Muscarella of Yaphank, NY, and measured 27" forklength. Remarkably, given the time at large of 60 days, this equates to
an incredilble growth rate of 1.05"/week. A huge thanks goes out to all
parties involved in helping the DRP record new and facinating
movements and life history information of this amazing species.

New Major Recoveries off Ocean City, MD, and
Long Island, NY

Boy Scouts of America Tagging Progress

Captain David Wamer began participating in the Dolphinfish
Research Program (DRP) in 2009 aboard his vessel, WamJam. Since
then, the WamJam Fishing Team has tagged and released over 280
dolphin, of which 6 have been recovered. Their tagged dolphin have
allowed us to track movements up the eastern Florida shelf from the
Keys to northern Florida as well as a return migrant that grew 24" in
388 days recovered off South Carolina and a movement between
Marathon and the Outer Banks in 54 days. We are excited to announce
that a WamJam team member, Charlie Jamison, just added another
recovery to their list. His fish, reported by Brittany Groth of Elkton,
Maryland (MD), was recaptured while fishing with Playtime Charters

Figure Click to enlarge
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The Beyond Our Shores Foundation and the DRP
have partnered with the Boy Scouts of Amercia
based out of the Florida Sea Base Brinton
Environmental Center in Summerland Key to outfit
scouts with tags as well as teach them data science
techniques for collecting, archiving, and analyzing
tagging data. To date, the scouts have tagged and
released 72 small dolphinfish and entered the data
with code into our database for further
processing. We believe that not only is it important
to encourage youth to get involved in fisheries and
ocean conservation through tagging but also to teach
them techniques and provide them with tools to
advance their knowledge of science and our natural
resources. Click the map above to view the Scouts'
tagging progress off Summerland Key including 2
recoveries already generated from their efforts!

Tax deductible donations to the
DRP can be made by donating
to the Beyond Our Shores
Foundation, the official
501(c)(3) of the DRP.
Here are ways to help fund this
important research:
•

AmazonSmile You shop. Amazon gives.
Support the DRP by visiting smile.amazon.com
and select Beyond Our Shores, Inc, as your
charity of choice.
Amazon donates 0.5% of the price of your
eligible AmazonSmile purchases to our
organization.

Support the DRP. Buy a Tee or Hat!

Help support our research by purchasing a program tee
or hat. The logo featured on the shirts was created by
Guy Harvey, the renowned marine artist and fisheries
scientist. DRP tees come in light blue, white, grey, and
black. Hats come in black, blue, or pink. Click here to
order some gear where 100% of proceeds go to the DRP.

•

Purchase an original DRP Tee or DRP Hat at
our shop. 100% of the proceeds go to funding
the Dolphinfish Research Program visit
dolphintagging.com/shop

•

Donate by check. Click here for instructions.

•

Donate via Paypal. Click here for instructions.

The Beyond Our Shores Foundation just finished its
first complete year of taxes since receiving our taxexempt status! Click here to see our 2018 financial
records. For every dollar donated to BOSF, 75% goes
toward advancing our education and research programs.
The remaining 25% goes to cover overhead. No
donation is too small. Donate today to help advance our
research and education programs that cover a wide array
of fisheries topics.
To Donate by Check click here, Make Checks out to:
Beyond Our Shores, Inc.,/Dolphinfish Research Program
Mail to:
Wessley Merten
Dolphinfish Research Program
Beyond Our Shores, Inc.
PO BOX 3506
Newport, RI, 02840
Email: wess@beyondourshores.org

Support Your Dolphin Fishery
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